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Figure 1. Key map of field locality.

LOCATION AND ACCESSIBILITY

The rocks at this site are exposed along a road cut on the This transition, documented by dramatic changes in sedimentary
eastern side of Pennsylvania 61, 0.3 to 0.5 mi (0.4 to 0.8 km)          facies, facies sequences, and maximum clast sizes, clearly reflects
south of Pottsville, Pennsylvania (Fig. 1), on the southern margin regional (perhaps even world-wide) climatic changes occurring
of the Southern Anthracite field where the Schuylkill River has near the end of the Mississippian; however, incipient Alleghanian
cut a deep gap in Sharp Mountain. Parking is available at several tectonism and the evolution of many new plant groups occurring
places, but it is advantageous to begin at the southern end of the at this time may have played an influential role as well.
outcrop and walk up section. Subsequent to their deposition, the Carboniferous sediments

were deeply buried, metamorphosed, tectonically deformed in the
SIGNIFICANCE OF SITE Alleghanian orogeny, uplifted, and largely eroded. The Southern

Anthracite field now preserves the thickest, coarsest-grained,
The outcrop exposes a 2,000-ft (600+-m)-thick section of             most proximal to the source, and most stratigraphically continu-

upper Carboniferous molasse, representing the northwestward in- ous occurrence of upper Carboniferous molasse in the central
flux of elastic detritus into the Appalachian foreland basin from         Appalachians.
an erogenic source terrane formerly situated along the present
Atlantic Coastal Plain. The alternation of facies (Fig. 2) reflects STRATIGRAPHIC AND GEOMORPHIC OVERVIEW
the gradual but progressive evolution of depositional environ-
ments from a semi-arid alluvial plain (Mauch Chunk Formation), Molasse sediments of the Anthracite region are stratigraphi-
to a semi-humid alluvial plain (Pottsville Formation), to a humid tally subdivided on the basis of grain size and predominant color-
alluvial plain dominated by peat swamps (Llewellyn Formation). ation (Wood and others, 1969). The fine-grained, red Mauch

Chunk Formation (Middle to Upper Mississippian) intertongues

*Present address: School of Mines and Energy Development, The University with and is replaced by the coarse-grained, gray Pottsville Forma-
of Alabama, Drawer AY, Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35487-1489. tion (Lower to Middle Pennsylvanian), which in turn gives way
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to the finer-grained, gray to black, coal-rich Llewellyn Formation
(Middle Pennsylvanian), representing the youngest extant mo-
lasse in the region. The former presence of many miles (kilome-
ters) of overlying rocks is implied by the high coal rank and
compaction of the Llewellyn sediments (Paxton, 1983; Levine,
1986).

The Mauch Chunk Formation is informally subdivided into
three members (Wood and others, 1969). The middle member
represents the ‘type’ Mauch Chunk red bed lithofacies. The lower
and upper members represent respectively the zones of interton-
guing with the underlying Pocono Formation and the overlying
Pottsville Formation. The upper contact of the Mauch Chunk is
defined as the top of the uppermost Mauch Chunk-type red bed
(Fig. 2).

The Pottsville Formation is formally subdivided into three
members (Wood and others, 1956), each representing a crudely
fining-upward megacycle. Of the three, the Tumbling Run and
the Sharp Mountain members are the coarser-grained, while the
intervening Schuylkill Member is finer-grained and contains a
greater proportion of coal. The lower contacts of the Schuylkill

and Sharp Mountain members are defined at the base of major
conglomeratic units. The base of the Schuylkill Member is by no
means obvious at the outcrop, but the “Great White Egg” quartz
pebble conglomerate at the base of the Sharp Mountain Member
is very distinctive. The contact between the Pottsville and Llewel-
lyn Formations is placed at the base of the lowermost thick,
stratigraphically persistent coal horizon, the Buck Mountain (#5),
which has been correlated over large areas of the Anthracite fields
(Wood and others, 1963).

Chronostratigraphic age designations in the Anthracite re-
gion, based upon the 13 upper Paleozoic floral zones defined by
Read and Mamay (1964; also see Edmunds and others, 1979,
Fig. 11), indicate the Pottsville section is conformable, extending
from Zone 3 in the upper Mauch Chunk Formation (Chesterian
Series) to Zone 10 in the lower Llewellyn Formation (Des
Moinesian/Missourian Series); however, Zones 7 and 8 have not
been explicitly recognized at this site. The Mauch Chunk/Potts-
ville contact, occurring between Zones 3 and 4, corresponds
roughly to the Mississippian/Pennsylvanian systemic boundary.
In areas of the central Appalachians other than the Southern and
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Middle Anthracite fields, Zones 4,5, and 6 are absent, suggesting
the presence of a significant disconformity between the youngest
Mississippian and oldest Pennsylvanian strata (see discussion in
Edmunds and others, 1979).

The strata exposed at the site are slightly overturned and
comprise part of the southern limb of the Minersville Synclino-
rium, forming the southern margin of the Southern Anthracite
field. They attained their present attitude during the late Paleozoic
Alleghanian orogeny when northwest-directed tectonic forces
produced a progression of reformational phases that migrated
northwestward across the foreland basin. At the Pottsville site all
structural phases are superposed (Wood and Bergin, 1970; Nick-
elsen, 1979).

The structure and stratigraphy of the upper Paleozoic mo-
lasse sequence are revealed geomorphically by the relative resist-
ance to erosion of the near-vertical component units. The Pocono
sandstone, subjacent to the Mauch Chunk Formation, upholds
Second Mountain, the major ridge visible to the south of the
Pottsville section, The Mauch Chunk Formation underlies the
valley between Second and Sharp mountains. The distinctive
double ridge of Sharp Mountain is formed by the Tumbling Run
and Sharp Mountain members of the Pottsville Formation. The
Schuylkill River, which excavated the gap in Sharp Mountain,
flows southeasterly across the Valley and Ridge Province on its
course to the Chesapeake Bay, opposite to the streams that orig-
inally deposited the Pottsville sediments.

SEDIMENTOLOGY OF THE POTTSVILLE SECTION
—FACIES STATES AND COMPOSITION

Sedimentary bed forms, sediment composition, facies se-
quences, and paleobotany reveal a significant alteration in paleo-
climatic conditions across the Pottsville section, ranging from
generally semi-arid, poorly vegetated conditions at the base to
perennially humid, lush conditions at the top. Ten general facies
have been defined at this site and are described in Table 1.
Transition matrix analysis reveals two repeating motifs, one char-
acteristic of the Mauch Chunk and one of the Pottsville. When
compared to facies sequences from modern environments of de-
position, the Mauch Chunk sequence is similar to that of Bijou
Creek, Colorado, a sandy, braided, ephemeral stream subject to
catastrophic floods (Miall, 1977). Facies S3 and S4 probably
comprised sand flats or shallow channel deposits; S5i and S2t

comprised waning flow deposits or overbank deposits more re-
moved from the active channel. Ml represents intra-channel,
slack water deposits and M2 represents overbank soils.

The Pottsville sequence is similar to that produced by the
Donjek River, Yukon Territory, a gravel-sand mixed bedload,
perennial braided stream (Miall, 1977). Facies G2, S1, and S3

formed in the lower parts of the active channels by longitudinal
braid bar migration. Facies S2t and S5t formed in the upper parts
of active channels or minor channels and on the tops of braid
bars. Facies S5i and Ml formed on bar tops, abandoned channels,
and overbank areas, and facies C was deposited in inter-channel

swamps. The channels forming the Pottsville Formation were
deeper with greater cross-sectional areas, and lower width/depth
ratios than those forming the Mauch Chunk Formation. In con-
sequence, maximum clast size is greater as is the thickness of
cross-bed sets.

Sandstone petrology, organic matter content, clay mineral-
ogy, and features of the paleosols (Table 1) all show a progressive
trend to more highly leaching, less oxidizing (i.e., more humid)
conditions higher in the section. Sandstones are compositionally
mature throughout the section but become even more mature up
section. The Tumbling Run Member of the Pottsville Formation
contains the highest variety and proportion of non-quartzose
fragments while the Sharp Mountain Member contains the high-
est proportion of vein quartz (Meckel, 1967). Preservation of
organic matter in the upper part of the section implies conditions
of low Eh, maintained by continuous saturation by stagnant or
slowly moving water. Clay minerals are enriched in alumina and
depleted in iron higher in the section indicating a greater degree
of chemical and biological leaching.

Paleosols occurring throughout the section are particularly
useful in revealing paleo-environmental conditions. Most paleo-
sols of the Pottsville and Llewellyn Formations formed as under-
class beneath peat swamps and, therefore, must have been
water-saturated during most of their development. In contrast,
paleosols of the Mauch Chunk Formation, classified as vertisols
by Holbrook (1970), exhibit a variety of features indicating epi-
sodic wetting/drying cycles (Table 1).

Caliche, occurring as thin, bed-parallel laminae or in nodu-
lar layers less than 3 ft (1 m) in thickness is common in the
middle member of the Mauch Chunk (Fig. 2) and occurs occa-
sionally in the upper member. Caliche forms in seasonally arid
conditions when surface evaporation produces supersaturation of
dissolved salts, especially calcium carbonate and silica. The lam-
inar caliche is interpreted to have formed at the sediment surface
in shallow ponds during evaporative cycles (Holbrook, 1970). A
surface or near-surface origin is indicated for the nodular caliche
as well (Holbrook, 1970) based on: (1) sedimentary laminations
that pass from the surrounding sediment into the concretions,
(2) nodules occurring as intraformational clasts in conglomerates,
(3) the presence of carbonate as nodules in the shales but not as
cement in the adjacent sandstones, and (4) ball and pillow
structures occurring between the nodules and the underlying (but
not the overlying) sediments.

The composition of the organic matter and clay minerals has
been strongly influenced by diagenetic conditions during burial.
The coal has been elevated to anthracite rank. Expandable layer
clays are not present and illite is of the highly ordered 2-M form,
representing “anchizone” alteration. Pyrophyllite is an anchizone
alteration product of kaolinite that forms only in Fe-depleted
rocks (cf., Hosterman and others, 1970, Table 1). Ammonium
illite is thought to form at high coal rank in organic matter–rich
sediments by nitrogen released during late stages of coalification
(Paxton, 1983). These transformations imply temperatures of ca.
225-275°C and 4 to 6 mi (6 to 9 km) of burial.
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TECTONIC SIGNIFICANCE OF THE
POTTSVILLE SECTION

During deposition of the Pottsville section the depositional
margin of the basin lay in the vicinity of Philadelphia as indicated
by paleocurrent directions and regional trends in maximum grain
size (Pelletier, 1958; Meckel, 1967; Wood and others, 1969).
Northeast-flowing streams carried sediments toward the basin
axis, which trended northeast-southwest across western Pennsyl-
vania. Time equivalent upper Carboniferous rocks are alluvial in
eastern Pennsylvania and deltaic and shallow marine to the west
(Edmunds and others, 1979). The Mauch Chunk Formation
documents a relatively quiescent interval represented variously by
fine-grained sedimentation and soil development in the east, an
erosional disconformity toward the west, and shallow marine
carbonate sedimentation along the basin axis. The influx of coarse
elastics in the Pottsville interval has traditionally been ascribed to
tectonic uplift in the source (e.g., Meckel, 1967), but while this
might be partly true, it is neither a necessary nor sufficient expla-
nation. The simplest explanation is that the change to more
humid climatic conditions in the Pennsylvanian produced larger
sediment yields and stream discharges. The continued influx of
elastic sediments would represent isostatic unloading of the Aca-
dian source terrane.

An additional factor influencing the stratigraphic succession
may have been the diversification and proliferation of terrestrial
plants during the middle Carboniferous. Plant evolution could
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